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The delimitation of genres is one of the enduring theoretical concerns in humanities disciplines. 

One reason for the sustained interest may be that it is a topic that by definition exceeds the study 

of isolated texts, and thereby moves away from the controversies of subjective -- and thus 

`unscientific' -- interpretations in the direction of the more respectable scholarly activity of 

verifiable taxonomizing. In Film/ Genre Rick Altman, himself the author of an earlier book on 

the genre of the musical (Altman 1987), shakes the foundations under this comfortable myth. 

 Altman tries to formulate some of the underlying principles governing 'genrification', and 

since this issue is equally pertinent to, for instance, literature and painting, theorists in other arts 

departments besides film studies can benefit from his insights. But conceptualizing genre and 

slotting items into a certain genre is of course nothing but a form of categorizing, and 

categorization is an activity at the heart of cognition science. Altman's readership, in other words, 

should include scholars in many more disciplines than the one in which his book originates. 

 Basically, it is Aristotle who is to blame for the most persistent misconception about 
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genre, Altman argues. Aristotle discusses genre in terms of essences, and the widespread 

acceptance of this approach meant that genres came to be seen as more or less objectively pre-

sent, stable phenomena, while the decision whether a certain text belonged into a specific genre 

depended on the presence or absence of certain characteristic features embodied in that text. This 

view -- which cognitivists and pragmatists readily recognize as reflecting the `classical categor-

ization' rejected by Lakoff (1987) -- has resulted in a very static view of genre which, Altman 

claims, has hampered literary studies to this very day. The situation in film studies is even more 

complicated. While the source of the supposedly meaningful elements in literary texts can more 

or less be identified in terms of a single person (the author), films owe their existence to numer-

ous factors and forces -- each of which may have their own impact on genre decisions. 

 Altman begins his chapter on the origins of cinematic genres by noting that many films 

that are now seen as firmly lodged within certain genres (`Western', `musical', `melodrama') were 

not considered as such by contemporaries, simply because those genres did not yet exist. Thus, a 

film like The Broadway Melody (1929), which now has the undoubted status of a musical, began 

life being advertised by its studio as an "all talking, all singing, all dancing dramatic sensation" 

(p. 32, emphasis by Altman). As a matter of fact, the term `musical' as a standalone term was not 

regularly used until the popularity of films featuring singing and dancing had declined (ibid.). 

Similarly, the famous The Great Train Robbery (1903), often cited as the first Western, was 

originally discussed in the context of `crime films'. Altman convincingly argues that all 

categorizations that have by now achieved genre status have gone through a development from 

the adjectival (`a musical comedy') to the substantive (`a musical'), while many never achieved 

that canonization at all. 

 The dynamic nature of genre definitions cannot merely be explained by historical 
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changes, however. Altman also shows that it simply never was in the interests of the big studios 

to confine the potential attendance of their films to fans of one genre only. On the contrary, it 

makes good commercial sense to appeal to as many potential spectators as possible by stressing 

how a specific film participates in various genres. Examining film posters of Dr. No (1962) and 

From Russia with Love (1963), Altman points out that neither contains a verbal indication of 

genre, in order not to alienate prospective customers. Rather, the United Artists studio em-

phasized Sean Connery, Ian Fleming, and James Bond, since these were `studio properties' that 

could be banked on in future productions. United Artists, that is, had little to gain by promoting a 

genre, say `adventure film', that it had to share with its competitors, and everything by drawing 

attention to those elements that were uniquely its own, thereby creating `Bond films'. But only 

the major studios can afford to adopt this sort of strategy, since their power guarantees them ex-

hibition slots in theatre programmes anyway. Independent production companies, by contrast, 

must fight hard for opportunities to have their films exhibited, and thus they often choose the op-

posite tactics: they hope to persuade theatres to buy and show their film (which usually lacks 

stars, spectacular effects, or other obvious selling points) by providing a clear genre label. 

Altman suggests that film critics and film scholars have their own reasons for using, or 

abstaining from using, genre-labels, or for inventing new ones. A film critic wanting to inform 

her readership what to expect can resort to genre labels by way of shorthand, while an ambitious 

scholar may try to get a new genre label accepted in order to carve out a name for himself, or to 

promote an ideological programme, or simply to get his own new book sold. That is, genres are 

not only relatively fluid categories; they often reflect the interests of groups of people -- both at 

the makers' and the audience's end of the spectrum. Depending on one's angle, one can categorize 

Ridley Scott's Thelma and Louise (1991) as, at least, a road movie, a chick flick, or a buddy film 
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(p. 94). In this sense, genres have clear pragmatic dimensions. Genre labels thus are elements in 

discursive processes: "Pronounced by someone and addressed to someone, statements about 

genre are always informed by the identity of speaker and audience" (p. 102, emphases by 

Altman). 

 Hence Altman's approach is also interesting from the point of view of communication 

theory. Genre labels are messages, and play a role in marketing films to specific (or, on the con-

trary, broad) audiences. Different potential film audiences, addressed via advertisements, film 

posters, trailers, and reviews, can each be persuaded by a different `hook' to go and buy a ticket. 

And conversely, viewers' interpretations of a film may differ to some extent depending on their 

genre-expectations. Similar mechanisms can be found in Sperber and Wilson's (1986/1995) 

communication theory. Producers' refusal to promote their film under the banner of a single 

genre, for instance, recalls the notion of weak (as opposed to strong) communication ("with 

weaker forms of communication, the communicator can merely expect to stir the thoughts of the 

audience in a certain direction", Sperber and Wilson 1986: 60). The freedom of the audience to 

interpret a certain film as belonging to one rather than another genre can be seen as illustrating an 

important consequence of weak communication, namely that the weaker the communication, the 

more the responsibility for deriving certain messages shifts from the sender to the addressee (see 

Sperber and Wilson 1986: 193 ff.). Furthermore, the decision of individual members of the au-

dience to slot a film into one genre rather than into another can be connected to Sperber and 

Wilson's discussion of the interaction between communicated information and an addressee's 

cognitive environment (Sperber and Wilson 1986: 38 ff.; see also Forceville, forthcoming). 

Viewing Altman's approach to genre in terms of relevance theory can help bring to the latter the 

dimension, hitherto largely neglected by that theory, of mass-communication (for some sugges-
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tions, see Forceville 1996: chapter 5). Altman's observations on the role of genre as a factor that 

unifies virtual, or "constellated" (p. 161), communities of spectators, allowing for lateral com-

munication between members of such reception communities are moreover pertinent to the study 

of mass communication in general. 

 Another concept that Altman's book brings to mind is that of James Gibson's 

`affordances'. Gibson introduced this concept to denote environmental characteristics that have 

meaning for animals and people: "The affordances of the environment are what it offers the 

animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill" (Gibson 1979: 127, emphases in 

original). Simplifying, one might say that affordances are features understood pragmatically. 

Gibson emphasizes that "there may be many offerings of the environment that have not been 

taken advantage of" (Ibid. p. 129, emphasis in original), that is, there are affordances that are still 

waiting to be discovered. Transferred from the natural environment to the artificial world of 

human representing, affordances can here be understood as (latently) present features in texts 

that may give rise to various genre-labels to texts. 

 The very rich notion of affordances can be seen as underlying crucial elements in both 

Lakoffian categorization, Sperber and Wilson's relevance, and Altman's genrification. A specific 

phenomenon -- a noun, a message, a film -- has various potential aspects or meanings, only some 

of which are strongly cued in a specific context. It is these that are usually activated. The 

concrete noun `chair' strongly cues the affordance `sit-on-able', and less strongly such 

affordances as `stand-on-able', `hit-with-able', `burn-able', `turn-into-art-able', `block-a-door-

with-able', etc., but given a specific context, each of these can easily be triggered at the expense 

of the most likely affordance, while a creative individual may discover yet other affordances. 

Something similar holds for elements of a message: `I want coffee' in all likelihood affords 
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(Sperber and Wilson would say `has the explicature') that the speaker wants coffee, but poten-

tially contains other affordances (`implicatures') for the addressee: `you made a mistake bringing 

me tea'; `you are neglecting me'; `you forgot to buy coffee'; `you should not drink so much 

alcohol' -- all depending on context. Just as chairs have different uses besides the most self-

evident one, so messages may convey other things than the ones they appear to communicate 

explicitly. Classical categories consist of classes of items that are similar by virtue of the fact that 

they stress certain affordances familiar to all members of a community; but if, according to the 

dynamism that characterizes categories (genres among them), a new, hitherto undiscovered or 

neglected affordance is found to be shared by a number of items, these can be lumped together in 

a new category, or a new genre. 

 Although neither Lakoff, nor Sperber and Wilson, nor Gibson appear in his bibliography, 

Altman is aware of the broader ramifications of his book, as is shown by his humorous and per-

tinent excursions into the question of where nut products can be displayed in supermarkets and 

why brand names of consumer goods often have deviant orthographies (`Cheez Wiz', `Diet Rite 

Cola', `Müeslix'). Altman's book is a pleasure to read, while the summarizing theses with which 

he ends each chapter provide a starting point for critical debate, or even empirical testing. "The 

positions presented and defended in this book", the author concludes, "offer an avenue to a 

renewed general theory of meaning, one that fully recognizes the importance of competition and 

miscomprehension to any theory of communication and comprehension" (p. 215). While Altman 

may be unaware that this new `theory of meaning' has already been under construction for some 

time in neighboring disciplines, he is justified in seeing his book as contributing to it. Hopefully 

it will be used accordingly. 
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